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Abstract: Cloud computing became an emerging 

computation technology to offer reliable services in 

the form of IaaS, SaaS and PaaS. Today business 

entrepreneurs are updating their infrastructure to 

adopt for cloud environment to have the 

miscellaneous advantages of cloud computing 

architecture. Resource management is an important 

aspect of cloud to enhance the scalability and 

efficiency in terms of resource utilization of cloud. 

As on multiple advancements were introduced in the 

area of cloud resource management to achieve the 

efficiency. This paper introduces dynamic resource 

management through virtual systems is an extreme 

process in the area of resource allocation and 

management. We proposed an updated “skewness 

algorithm” to predicate, allocate and reclaim the 

resources dynamically using virtualization concept. 

Experiments on our approach are demonstrating high 

availability and efficient utilization of cloud 

resources.    

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Resource 

management, virtual systems, updated skewness 

algorithm. 

1.    Introduction 

Cloud computing is typically defined as a type of 

computing that relies on sharing computing 

resources rather than having local servers or 

personal devices to handle applications. Based on the 

available features and nature of cloud environment 

we can assess that this is combination of distributed 

computing, parallel processing and grid computing. 

In cloud computing, the word cloud is used as a 

metaphor for "the Internet," so the phrase cloud  

 

computing means "a type of Internet-based 

computing," where different services - such as IaaS, 

PaaS and SaaS are delivered to an organization's 

computers and devices through the Internet. In Cloud 

computing, computing infrastructure and services 

should always be available on computing servers 

(which are distributed among all continents) such that 

companies are able to access their business services 

and applications anywhere in the world whenever 

they need as shown in Figure1. Cloud computing 

delivers the above mentioned infrastructure, platform 

and software (applications) as services that are made 

available to consumers in a pay-per-use basis. 

Several providers have cloud computing solutions 

available, where a pool of virtualized and 

dynamically scalable computing power, storage, 

platforms, and services are delivered on demand to 

clients over the Internet on a pay as you go basis. 

This is implemented using virtualization technology 

where clients are just a credit card payment away 

from scaling their rented virtual machines (VMs) 

dynamically to include as many machines as they 

need. Network performance and resource availability 

is the prominent bottleneck for any cloud architecture 

of today. 
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Figure.1. Basic Cloud Architecture 

Cloud resource allocation and management is an 

evolving part of many cloud data center management 

issues such as virtual machine deployment in data 

centers, network virtualization, and multi-path 

network routing etc. 

Majority of Business customers interested towards 

cloud computing and they started their app migration 

with cloud environment to promote their business 

operations to end client with low investments and 

high availability. Due to this increased adoption, 

Resource Management in Cloud (RMC) becomes an 

important research aspect in this area. Earlier 

approaches [1, 3] were used evenness procedure in 

resource distribution to allocate the available 

resources among the running applications. This 

approach may leads to resource over flow due to high 

amount of resource allocation than required and 

resource underflow due to less amount of resource 

allocation than required. Always resource needs for a 

running application changes from time to time 

depends on number of live clients.  

To avoid the above problems this paper introduces 

dynamic resource management through virtual 

systems is an extreme process in the area of resource 

allocation and management. We proposed an updated 

“skewness algorithm” to allocate and reclaim the 

resources dynamically using virtualization concept. 

Experiments on our approach are demonstrating high 

availability and efficient utilization of cloud 

resources. 

2. Related work 

2.1) Resource allocation: However, despite the 

recent and notable growth of the Cloud Computing 

market, there are several key issues open with the 

process of resource allocation. In cloud computing, 

Resource Allocation (RA) is the process of assigning 

available resources to the needed cloud applications 

over the internet. Resource allocation starves services 

if the allocation is not managed precisely. A large 

portion of the work in resource allocation in cloud 

computing mainly focused on the cost-effectiveness 

and easy maintenance of the systems. Increasing 

demand for cloud migration enforces the efficient 

resource management in cloud computing [1 and 2]. 

Static resource allocation and dynamic resource 

allocation were the two important methodologies in 

this area for resource management. In static resource 

allocation method [3], all systems will share the 

available resources (CPU time, Memory, Registers 

and Network bandwidth etc.) equally without having 

any priorities. Later dynamic resource management 

introduced unevenness procedure to distribute 

physical resources among virtual servers of cloud 

environment. This approach will be automatically 

refreshed eventually to update the allocated resources 

of server based on the workload. In order to predict 

the hot spot and cold spots [7, 9] this method will 

determine the threshold from periodic evaluations of 

workload. CPU and Network resources are monitored 

by scheduling algorithms and memory resources are 

by swap activities in this area. 

2.2) Virtual Machine (VM): A system which can 

automatically scale its infrastructure resources is 

designed in [2 and 4]. The system composed of a 

virtual network of virtual machines capable of live 

migration across multi- domain physical 

infrastructure. By using dynamic availability of 

infrastructure resources and dynamic application 

demand, a virtual computation environment is able to 

automatically relocate itself across the infrastructure 

and scale its resources. But the above work considers 

only the non-preempt able scheduling policy [5]. 

Virtualization allows on-demand remapping of 

virtual resources over physical resources and thus 

enables the adaptation of systems to dynamic 

workloads. This remapping primitive is defined as 

migration and allows workload transfers among 
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different physical machines without interrupting their 

execution. Currently, migration is manually triggered 

by network managers to load balance data centers [6]. 

This reallocation scheme is inefficient because of its 

high reaction time, which is inadequate to dynamic 

workload environments like clouds.  

3.     Dynamic resource allocation with updated 

skewness algorithm 

Recent cloud architectures are facing resource 

management problem, due to unexpected requirement 

of huge resources (CPU time, memory, networks 

etc.) in an asynchronous manner. Current dynamic 

resource allocation methodologies [5, 8] are having 

the capability to map virtual system resources with 

physical systems dynamically depends on work load. 

This process will adjust the available resources with 

the help of hotspot and cold spot migration [8] among 

the physical machines. Dynamic resource allocation 

may fail under some circumstances, when suddenly 

there is an unexpected huge resource requirement for 

a physical machine. To address the above problem, in 

this paper we introduced dynamic resource 

management through virtual systems is an extreme 

process in the area of resource allocation and 

management. We proposed an updated “skewness 

algorithm” to allocate and reclaim the resources 

dynamically using virtualization concept. This 

algorithm is an extension to dynamic resource 

allocation and management architecture as shown 

below figure 2. 

3.1) Management layer: This layer is the 

conjunction between cloud layer and the VM layer 

and having collection of modules like VM Manager, 

Resource prediction unit, load management resource 

grid and job scheduler module etc. Secured 

communication relevant to all aspects is implemented 

in this layer along with https like secured protocols 

[9]. This layer contains the high speed wired and 

wireless network components to support high speed 

commutation among clouds. This layer is the 

backbone for this architecture because intra cloud 

communication is highly demanded in this 

implementation for resource, process sharing and 

management. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Dynamic resource allocation strategy through VM layer 
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3.2) VM layer: This layer is a list of virtual machine 

groups where each group is a set of virtual machines 

for physical system mapping. In this layer we 

proposed a separate virtual machine group for single 

cloud architecture to achieve the operational 

feasibility. Each VM is a virtual representation of a 

cloud physical machine at VM Layer level. This is 

the prominent way to perform mapping between 

logical resources usage with physical requirements. 

Every VM is having the OS part for virtual process 

management and the data part for data manipulations. 

Virtual machines are always available to resource 

grid module for monitoring and resource mapping.  

3.3) Job Scheduler: This module has to schedule the 

programs as per workload manager instructions in a 

concurrent way. Job scheduler will make the CPU 

time utilization efficiently to overcome bottleneck 

problems due to network congestion, I/O delays from 

user. This job scheduler uses the dynamic task 

scheduling algorithms [8] for job scheduling and 

implements the multi-tasking with parallel 

programming. 

3.4) Resource grid: Resource grid is a logical 

module to manage the resource pool and resource 

allocation strategies. Resource pool is a collection of 

Databases, server resources, processing resources, 

main memory resources and Storage areas of IaaS. 

As per the job scheduler requirements VM manager 

make available the resources to allocate for process 

execution. Resource grid follows the dynamic 

resource allocation procedure to manage the 

resources of multiple clouds among distributed 

processing environments of cloud architecture. 

3.5) Resource prediction: we are introducing the 

naïve concept is time bounded resource prediction for 

future. After analyzing many existing resource 

allocation methodologies we observed that resource 

allocation requirements are changing from time to 

time, here the time stands for hour to hour and day to 

day. Henceforth predicting resource requirements for 

future will be a time bound operation to support the 

green computing policy specifications. To avoid the 

complexity of time bounded prediction we are 

analyzing from hour to day. While considering 

accuracy and effectiveness in resource prediction the 

time bounded prediction is having the high 

scalability. 

 4. Updated Skewness Algorithm  

This updated skewness algorithm outputs the 

allocation strategy for dynamic resource 

management. This algorithm identifies the resource 

overflow and underflow problems at every resource 

pool level and plays a vital role in the process of 

allocation, de allocation and transformation of 

resources in resource grid. This algorithm takes the 

present load, allocated resource, growth rate and 

sentiment analysis report as input to suggest either 

resource allocation or de allocation as shown below: 

Updated Skewness Algorithm:  

Begin 

Input: present load, allocated resources, growth rate 

Output: resource overflow or underflow indicator 

step 1: Map the process execution with VM pool & 

consider a VM for analysis. 

step 2: Examine the current resource load (C) vs 

allocated resources (A)  

step 3: Extract the recent past growth rate of the 

process from VM manager. 

step 4: cross check sentiment analysis against present 

executing process and save the results (R). 

step 5: assess the future requirements (F) based on 

growth rate. 

step 6: if ((F&&R) > (A&&C)) 

              Indicate Underflow; 

             Else indicate Overflow; 

End 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper we concentrated on the cloud issues like 

elasticity, availability, resource management and 

resource distribution of cloud architecture. To 

overcome the above issues, we presented dynamic 

resource allocation with updated skewness algorithm 
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for efficient resource management in cloud 

environment. This approach is an extension to 

dynamic resource allocation and management 

architecture. This logical extension managed the 

resources efficiently by managing the resource pool, 

achieved the security by distributing the data among 

multiple clouds and elasticity by sharing the 

resources depends on workload among all cloud 

environments. 
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